A unique resource for practitioners of primary care medicine - available exclusively from Ovid.

Primary care physicians, residents, physicians’ assistants, nurses, and other clinicians require a variety of information in general medicine as well as the specialties.

The Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Primary Care Book Collection provides comprehensive information required for education and research as well as the manuals and guides so necessary for clinical decision-making.

Featuring 23 current editions of leading books in the field of primary care, the Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Primary Care Book Collection covers multiple population groups including children, adolescents, women, and the elderly and multiple topics including infectious disease, diagnostic testing, sports medicine, cardiology, oncology, neurology, rheumatology, orthopaedics, as well as allergy and immunology.
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What's Included
5-Minute Clinical Consult 2019, The
5-Minute Pediatric Consult, The
5-Minute Sports Medicine Consult, The
Adolescent Health Care: A Practical Guide
AHA Clinical Cardiac Consult
Danforth’s Obstetrics and Gynecology
Drugs in Pregnancy and Lactation: A Reference Guide to Fetal and Neonatal Risk
Field Guide to Urgent and Ambulatory Care Procedures
Gorbach's 5-Minute Infectious Diseases Consult
Hospital for Special Surgery Manual of Rheumatology and Outpatient Orthopedic Disorders: Diagnosis and Therapy
Johns Hopkins Manual of Gynecology and Obstetrics
Kelley’s Textbook of Internal Medicine
Manual of Allergy and Immunology
Manual of Clinical Oncology
Manual of Family Practice
Manual of Nephrology
Oski’s Pediatrics: Principles and Practice
Pediatric Primary Care: Ill Child Care
Pediatric Primary Care: Well-Child Care
Primary Care Medicine Recommendations
Primary Care Medicine: Office Evaluation and Management of the Adult Patient
Reichel's Care of the Elderly: Clinical Aspects of Aging
Samuel's Manual of Neurologic Therapeutics